Rational design and directed evolution have proved to be successful approaches to increase 17 catalytic efficiencies of both natural and artificial enzymes 1-3 . However, a comprehensive 18 understanding of how evolution shapes the energy landscape of catalysis remains a fundamental 19 challenge. Protein dynamics is widely recognized as important, but due to the inherent flexibility 20 of biological macromolecules it is often difficult to distinguish which conformational changes are 21 directly related to function. Here, we used directed evolution on an impaired mutant of the human 22 proline isomerase cyclophilin A (CypA) and identify two second-shell mutations that partially 23 restore its catalytic activity. We show both kinetically, using NMR spectroscopy, and structurally, 24 by room-temperature X-ray crystallography, how local perturbations propagate through a large 25 allosteric network to facilitate conformational dynamics. The increased catalysis selected for in 26 the evolutionary screen could be rationalized entirely by accelerated interconversion between the 27 two catalytically essential conformational sub-states, which are both captured in the high-28 resolution X-ray ensembles at room temperature. Our data provide a glimpse of the evolutionary 29 trajectory of an enzyme's energy landscape and shows how subtle changes can fine-tune its 30 function.
7
For a quantitative understanding of the mechanism underlying the increased catalysis along the 146 directed evolution trajectory, we applied a powerful NMR method for studying systems in slow First, for the rescue mutants we observe two distinct slow dynamic clusters that differ in kinetics 151 and populations ( Fig. 2e,g and Extended Data Figs. 4 and 5). The exchange profiles of 46 residues 152 for the double-, and 55 residues for the triple-mutant were globally fit to a linear, three-state 153 exchange model (see Online Methods). Second, we discover a gradual increase in the 154 interconversion rate from the major to the minor conformation for the slow process centered 155 around group-I residues (k maj à min 2.3 ± 0.1 s -1 for S99T, 8.2 ± 0.4 s -1 for S99T/C115S and 11.5 ± 156 0.5 s -1 for S99T/C115S/I97V, respectively). 194 and CEST (e) data are determined as described in Fig. 2 . 195 196 To reveal the structural basis of the increased dynamics in the group-I residues and hence increased 197 catalysis along the evolutionary trajectory, we collected room-temperature X-ray data for 198 S99T/C115S/I97V (Fig. 4) . Alternate conformations were identified using qFit 21 and the final 199 multiconformer model was obtained after subsequent manual adjustments and occupancy 200 refinement (Extended Data Fig. 7) . A swap of the major/minor states from WT to 201 S99T/C115S/I97V is observed for the group-I residues, thereby directly delivering the atomic 202 structures of the conformations for which we measured their interconversion rate by NMR. Both 203 the C115S and I97V mutations subtly reduce the amino acid size, and combined partially restore 204 the "Phe113-in" conformation as a minor conformation that can now be directly observed in the 205 electron density (Fig. 4b,d -f). The interpretation of increased conformational heterogeneity of 206 Phe113 and Thr99 was additionally confirmed by an alternative ensemble refinement method 207 (Extended Data Fig. 8 ). The size reduction by the C115S mutation could contribute to the faster 208 transition between the major and minor conformation due to the relief of a clash between the larger 209 sulfur atom and Thr99 (Fig. 4e ). The connection between these alternate conformations and the collective fitting of the NMR 229 dynamics is further buttressed by analysis of contacts between alternative conformations 22 , which 230 identifies a network across the protein that coincides with the group-I residues ( Fig. 4g ). While the 231 detection of alternate conformations by X-ray diffraction does not per se deliver information about 232 correlated motions, a detailed analysis of the steric constraints of group-I residues ( Fig. 4d-f ) 233 exposes how motions from the active site are propagated in a correlated manner. These structural 234 results, together with the characterization of collective dynamics by NMR, reveal how the 235 mutations selected by directed evolution have rewired the internal packing to increase the 236 dynamics of Phe113 correlated with surrounding group-I residues during the catalytic cycle.
238
Why did additional rounds of directed evolution fail to yield further improvement in the catalytic 239 rate? We speculate that the enzyme may be in a local minimum in the fitness landscape, and that 240 a specific combination of mutations is needed for further improvement, including mutations that 241 are neutral or mildly deleterious mutations on their own, in agreement with the dominance of 242 epistasis in protein evolution 23 .
244
Characterizing how directed evolution shaped the energy landscape for enhanced catalytic activity 245 by solely increasing the conformational interconversion rates in a specific dynamic network has 246 broad implications for resolving controversies about the role of protein dynamics in enzyme 247 catalysis of modern enzymes, and in discovering the mechanism of improved catalysis via directed 248 evolution. We briefly discuss both points in respect to pertinent current views in these fields.
249
Fueled by a strong dispute about protein dynamics impact on catalysis 24,25 , the field has focused Fig. 9 ). This is in sharp contrast to our NMR dynamics for WT 10 269 and S99T during catalysis measured here, which clearly shows that conformational sub-states 270 interconvert across the core catalytic network and that this rate is correlated to catalysis.
272
It is notable that the function of CypA was modulated by mutations that do not directly contact the 273 substrate. While the results of numerous "second shell" mutations emerging from directed 274 13 evolution experiments have been interpreted based on speculative links between protein dynamics 275 and changes in activity, experimental evidence of alterations of populations or kinetics of 276 alternative conformations has been sparse 13 . Here, the increased dynamics can be rationalized by 277 the ability of Phe113, which directly abuts the substrate, to transition between different rotameric 278 states. This transition is controlled by the repacking of alternative conformations of core residues, 279 such as Thr99, and is enabled by the decreased bulk of the mutated residues (Cys>Ser; Ile>Val).
280
NMR spectroscopy directly reveals how the kinetics of these transitions between alternative 281 internal packing arrangements controls the increased catalytic activity accumulated during directed 282 evolution. The slow dynamics associated with the catalytic cycle of CypA, and likely for many 283 other enzymes, are only now becoming accessible to molecular simulations 28 . Therefore, the 284 lessons of how non-active site mutations can alter conformational dynamics, derived from our 285 integrated analysis of room-temperature X-ray data and NMR dynamics measurements, could be 286 applied more broadly to aid the long-term goal of rationally improving directed evolution. 31 . For the initial library used to isolate S99T/C115S and subsequent screening efforts, the 371 mutation rate was tuned to <3 new mutations per gene. Over 1,000 individual clones were screened 372 in the initial screen that identified S99T/C115S and an additional 1,500 clones were screened in a 373 second library to identify S99T/C115S/I97V. Subsequent screens of more than 5,000 variants, 374 including random mutations and focused libraries randomizing contacting residues, to identify 375 additional mutations did not yield any new mutations with gains of function. to confirm a lack of radiation damage 33 and CC statistics for high resolution cutoffs 34 , to 1.43 Å 419 resolution.
420
Molecular replacement was performed in Phaser 35 using 2CPL 30 as an initial search model.
421
Residues were manually mutated in Coot 36 and subjected to multiple rounds of refinement using 422 phenix.refine 37 . To add alternative conformations in a systematic manner, the refined single two clusters and separately fitted to a global process, yielding two different rates of interconversion 579 and populations (Extended Data Figs. 4b and 5b ). In a similar manner as for CypA S99T we 580 separately fixed the two combinations of global exchange parameters and re-fitted all data.
581
Residues that had a fitted value of |Dw| ≥ 1 ppm, an improved c 2 red and consistent fitting parameters 2). Furthermore, CEST data for several residues, including F88 and N102, could not be fit to a 588 two-site exchange model (Extended Data Figs. 4c and 5c ).
589
Taken together, these observations show that the CEST data for the double-and triple-mutant 590 require a three-state exchange model to explain the data. We note that for some residues (cf. orange 591 spheres in Fig. 2e,g) , the fast loop motion and slow processes give rise to convoluted exchange 592 data. However, this does not automatically mean that any (or all) of these processes are correlated; 593 it can simply be that a probe participating in one exchange process "feels" the fluctuating field of 
